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Editorial
While I was doing the half Runar Saether was doing the full marathon distance in Malta finishing in
an impressive 2:35:09 for 4th place.
Above is a group of our runners at the Dalton Dash. One of the last few local races to go ahead.
On that note, I'm planning on taking a hiatus for as long as there is no racing. Once we resume then I
will start back up again. In the meantime if anybody does have any write-ups then I'll happily post
straight to the website.

Respect theBO
B
By Paul Wray
Myself and Kris Hopkins decided some
time ago to take a crack at the Bob
Graham round. For anyone who
doesn?t know what that is I will paint a
quick pic.
Bob Graham round is a 66 mile run to
be completed in 24 hours, simple. Add
to that 27000ft of climbing over 42
peaks (mountains) that is almost the
height of Everest. The average peak is
around 700 meters, which is the
height of 9 blocks of high rise flats on
top of each other.

Back to the beginning
July 21st 2019 4 am Sunday morning.
My car is full of running kit along with
3 loonies who have no idea what they
are about to let themselves in for. I
myself have always wanted to take
this challenge on but as for Kris and
Tim I?m sure I talked them into it.

Leg 1 begins in Keswick at moot hall
and at 7:30am we are all ready to
go....... nah both Kris and Tim need the
toilet. Eventually we set of weighed
down with enough supply?s to last a
week. Before we know it we are
emerging from a park at the foot of
the first mountain, at which point Kris
screams out and leaps into the air as
if he has been attacked by a lion.
Turns out he was stung by a wasp.
After a little bit of moaning and
groaning we set off again. Within
minutes we are no longer running but
walking and making our way towards
the first peak. Some serious climbing
and yomping is needed and the
conversation begins to slow. It is
probably good to note that local
runners were flying past us with very
little effort.
After almost an hour of climbing we
near the top of what we think is the
first peak only to discover we had
taken the wrong path and were
climbing the wrong peak. Little did
Kris and myself know this would
become normal procedure for us, if
there is a wrong route we will take it
and if there isn?t a wrong route we will
find one.

of a mountain as fast as your legs can
go.

Finally after a little trek back to a gate
we reroute and reach the peak
(skidaww}. The view is amazing and
worth the effort but the one thing
about this challenge is that you are
not up long before your going back
down again but that?s the fun part. I
have to say there no better feeling
than throwing yourself down the side

After a quick decent we were
comfortably running across open fell
land with the occasional boggy patch
to cool our feet and before we knew it
were climbing again. This time we
encounter another one of those weird
things that makes this challenge, a
pointless out and back to the top of a
peak {Great Calva}. Strangely we made
the top of this peak easier and now
had to choose our route off and down.
What a surprise we choose the wrong
route through the heather which
becomes increasingly higher and
higher as we near the bottom. No
sooner are we down than we have to
pick our route back up the next climb.
Of course if there is a choice of route
then ..... yes you guessed it we go
wrong , wrong and wrong again before
eventually finding the correct line and
so begins what I personally think was
the toughest climb of the day
(Mungrisedale common). It?s a climb
that is on open fell with high grass
and at a stiff gradient, keeping moving
is difficult here. It is also a climb to
nowhere and just a point of reference
to get you to the next peak which you
can just make out in the distance once
you reach the top.
More running across rough fell was
required and a route choice was
needed. This time however the route
is so obvious even we didnt go wrong
and encountered our first bit of scree
(Loose slate like rock). After some

more climbing, walking, yomping we
reach the top only to find out it was a
further 400 meters or so to the actual
peak {Blencathra}. The views where
magnificent and there was a very
strong wind. All that was left to do
was to descend via Halls fell, which is
steep, rugged and technical. It was at
this point that my fear of heights
kicked in, something I hadn?t shared
with my running pals until this
moment. I refused to take this route
and under the lead of Kris we took a
longer more shallow decent.
As we followed this route it began to
pull away from the direction we where
meant to be going and Kris decided it
would be a good time to find a short
cut via doddicks fell and doddicks Gill.
Once again another one of those
moments where route choice is
something we are just not good at.
As we made our way down the side of
the mountain things became steeper
and more and more covered in bracken
and nasty scratchy thorn type bushes.
I think it was at this point Tim Gave up
listening to us and found his way
down quickly whilst Kris and myself
continued to punish ourselves with
more scrapes and bruises. Once we
finally hit the bottom and make our
way along the gill back to the route it
became apparent that not many
people pass through this way.
Finally we reach the road and make
our way along a footpath to the village
of Threlkeld and enjoy a much
deserved beer.

ourselves and everything had gone
perfectly to plan. Oh, how naïve!

Recce1- Leg1
By Kris Hopkins

Sunday 21 July 2019
Myself and Tim Groves had ran in the
Yorkshire Wolds HM on the Saturday
and Paul Wray ran a 19:07 at Hull
parkrun so what better start to a
Sunday morning than standing at the
corner of my street at 4:30am to be
picked up and driven to Keswick.
I had known about the Bob Graham
Round (BGR) for some time. For those
that don?t? in 1932 Bob Graham
decided to go for a run on his 42nd
birthday. The route he devised
consisted of 42 peaks strewn over 66
miles of Lakeland fells with a
staggering 27000ft of elevation (that?s
around the height of Everest or 270
blocks of flats stuck end to end). Bob
started and ended at the Moot Hall in
Keswick completing his endeavour
within 24 hours. Thus, the challenge
was born.
Paul and I had the BGR on our bucket
lists and Tim, well, he fancied a fun
day out to see what it was like. We
parked up in Keswick, made our way
to the Moot Hall and when we were
ready to set off on our Recce? went to
the toilet! Finally, at around 7:45am
we set off.

We looked over Parachute
Drop. A 2000ft scree drop
masked in heather where only
the brave or stupid dare
venture.
?I say we go for it! ?

This particular run was to be a recce of
Leg 1 (of 5) bagging our first 3
summits starting with Skiddaw.
Cutting through the park towards the
base of our first climb we hit our first
snag. ?F* * k, s* * t, c* * t! ! ?. Within just
minutes of Tim letting us know of his
epipen in case of a sting (and being
mocked by me and Paul about the
likelihood of a sting), it was I that was
attacked by a wasp. I would like to say
that it was a leather- jacket- wearing,
cigar- smoking, tattoo- covered hard
b* * tard of a wasp but the truth is? I?m
just a fanny!
After much dancing around we started
to run? then jog? finally walk up
Skiddaw. The path is well- used and
after a slight diversion to avoid
accidentally traversing Little Man we
arrived at the trig point. One peak and
2700ft of climbing down, 2 peaks to go.
400m along the route, we turned right
and began to hurl ourselves down the
grassy descent heading in the vague
direction of Great Calva.
Our grassy descent turned into a
boggy challenge with disappearing
feet and ankles working towards the
Cumbrian Way crossing. At the
crossing we switched to a single- file
march climbing 660ft through uneven,
muddy, wet heather. At the cairn of
peak 2 we were feeling proud of

The recommended route off Great
Calva is to follow the fence
eastwards from the S. summit into
the valley bottom. We chose to
ignore this.
If you stand at the S. summit and
look towards Mungrisedale Common
(our bearing point) you have two
options. You can take the
aforementioned route down the side
of a fence line taking you quickly and
safely to the valley bottom or? you
can spend the next 10 minutes being
torn to shreds by knee- high heather
(even higher for me! ) which
eliminates any visibility of where
your next step forwards will land and
leave broken bits of plant in the tops
of your socks and shoes. So that?s
what we did! Obviously we didn?t
?choose?the crappy route but when
navigating a route for the first time
we knew no better. At the time, we
agreed that this must be the correct
line and that it would just be awful
no matter what. Matty ?knows every
line? Hayes later informed us that if
you zoom in on our Strava entry, the
correct line was about 5 (yes only 5! )
metres to our left.
Nonetheless, we made it to the
valley bottom and took out the map.
Between the 3 of us we couldn?t
agree on the correct line to take and
so, inevitably, set off in the wrong
direction! Half a mile later we were
back at the valley bottom and

pointing towards Mungrisedale
Common. Mungrisedale Common isn?t
particularly pretty. It?s around an
800ft climb of leg- sapping tussock
grass with no trig/ cairn to aim for
other than keep going up. Before we
started our last ascent we had one
final (or so we thought) hurdle ? the
river!
We must have crossed the River
Galdew a few times before we finally
realised that there is a nice narrow
section which keeps you relatively dry.
Either way, we were across and
trudging up the Common. At the top
of Mungrisedale out true target was
in sight; Blencathra. Another 750ft of
climbing to go but we could see the
line and set off on easier footing.
Finally at Sharp Edge (a ridge just
North of the summit) we got our
reward. The view! I would try to
describe it here but could never do it
justice.
A little run/ jog further and we had
bagged Blencathra. Now to get down.
We looked over Parachute Drop. A
2000ft scree drop masked in heather
where only the brave or stupid dare
venture.
?I say we go for it! ?
I was quickly told where to shove my
idea! The recommended route takes
Hall?s Fell Ridge to the small village of
Threlkeld and our destination. We
stood atop the ridge and peered over,

not too bad but daunting nonetheless.
Myself and Tim were stopped in our
tracks by Paul who decided that
now? NOW?! ...was the best time to
sit down and let us know he?s not too
fond of heights. (He actually sat on his
arse in a stubborn refusal to move! ).
After trying to edge further out onto
Hall?s Fell we eventually buckled to
Paul?s preferred route option and
started to descend the wide open path
of Doddick Fell.
Doddick Fell was easy to run and we
picked up the pace again. However, we
were heading away from Threlkeld. I
took the lead and diverted off our line
towards a gully between Doddick and
Hall?s. So far so good, we were making
good time and running felt easy.
Halfway through our descent and we
began to slow. The route, which was
no longer an actual route and just
fellside, steepened. Soft grass became
thick heather. Then it got bad. The
heather turned to bracken. Myself and
Paul slowed to a steady meander
trying to avoid the sheep s* * t along
their tracks weaving between the
2- inch spikes from the bracken and
practically crying all the way. It hurt!
We found a slight opening where the
bracken wasn?t growing. Sorry? we
found an opening where the bracken
couldn?t* grow. Paul and I found a
small scree and slid on our arse to the
bottom where Tim, who had clearly
had enough by now, was waiting. Tim

being the manly man he is waded
through the bracken and was nursing
his cut shins in the water down the
gully.
A hop, skip and a jump later and we
were done.
Leg 1: 14.5 miles, 3hrs 40mins, 5200ft
elevation, a wasp sting, boggy fellside,
knee- high heather, river crossing,
wrong turns, tussock marches,
parachute drop, Hall?s Fell, Paul
sulking, Doddick Fell, more heather,
bracken, scree drop, cuts, and bruises
(both physical and mental).
HOOKED! Although it was painful and
I could barely walk for the next couple
of days, I have never enjoyed being out
on a run with friends more than this
leaving me and Paul to decide there
and then that the BGR will happen.
Tim undecided initially but opted out
to focus more on road running and
chasing the sub- 3 marathon.
Next, make a plan. We decided that we
will end the year with some long
distance training and pick up the fells
when the weather improves after
Christmas.
----------------------------------1. Although I mock now, the Captain?s
knowledge of the BGR will provide
invaluable later in our training

RetfordHalf Marathon(08/03/2020)
By Farhat Baig
The Retford Half Marathon though 80
miles from Hull is not unkown to Hull
runners. It is organised by Retford
Athletic
Club
and
attracts
approximately 1 200 entrants each
year. It leaves Retford from Retford
Oaks Academy on Babworth Road and
travels through the local North notts
countryside, which looks very similar
to our East Yorkshire countryside
unsurprisingly. The first 5 miles are
flat and there are a few rises(including
a small railway bridge at mile 11 which
we never appreciate running up), the
last couple of miles are downhill but
because the road (Worksop Road) is
not closed and runners are required to
run on the left you have to be careful
when overtaking as the footpath is
narrow in some places. So its not like
the North East Lincs or Boston halfs
which are very flat but not too
arduous and a good time beckons for
those who have trained appropriately.

John first ran it in 2016 and has only
missed it once since due to being ill.
Last year he persuaded me to register
for it and I really enjoyed it until mile
10 when I had a sharp pain in my right
knee around mile 10 which forced me
to almost walk the last three miles.
John finished just under two hours
and I was behind him just over two
hours. I was reluctant to run it this
year as was recovering from a bad cold
I had before the Ferriby 10 and not in
very good shape but changed my mind
and accompany John. Last year Guy
Gibson was there but this year we
didn't see any Harriers and only one
person, Ken Upshall from Hull.
As I've said above I was recovering
from a cold and so my target was two
hours or below. John had not been
running a lot due to various reasons
and his target was around 2:20:00.
Last
year's
race
had
also
psychologically affected me and I was
desperate not to have a repeat of the
right knee pain I had last year after 10
miles so I made
sure I warmed up
properly this time
as we got there
an hour early to
ensure we got
parking. I also
decided to try jelly
babies (before the
race, at mile 6 and
mile 10) this time
to see if they
would make a
difference but not
sure if they did!
To achieve my
target I had to run
9 minute miles
which
is
not
difficult but like I
said
I
was
recovering from
cold
and
psychologically
affected from last
year's race but
started well and
for the first five
miles which are
flat I was running
around
8.30
minute
miles.
After mile 5 there
is a small hill
which flattens for
about
a mile
before
turning

into a country lane with some winding
turns before a right turn that takes
runners
towards
Blyth
for
approximately a mile before doubling
back towards Barnby Moor. This is
where runners pass each other. From
this point the course is mostly
downhill upto the 9 mile point, before
you head right to join a long
undulating country road heading up to
the main Worksop road (11 mile point).
After mile 5 I started to slow down and
from mile 6 to mile 10 I was averaging
9:17 minute miles. My slowest mile
was mile 11 due to it being undulating
and me being a bit cautious about the
knee pain. The knee pain did not
materialise so as soon as I turned into
Worksop road I was feeling confident
and threw caution to the wind and
sped up and started overtaking quite a
few runners in front of me. It was
exhilarting to be knee pain or cramp
free after 10 miles! In fact the
adrenalin rush was such that as I
neared the finish I gave it a good
sprint for the last 100 yards at a
speedy (for me) 6:52 m/ mile!
My chip time was 1:58:05 which is a PB
for me. John's chip time was 2:06:48
well ahead of his target. The prize this
year was a sleeveless t- shirt, medals
being only for the podium finishers.
We thoroughly enjoyed the race and
would highly recommend it. See you
there next year?

Thirsk10miles:Mojoisreal
By Tony Cross

A week before our race season
took its unscheduled sabbatical, I
managed to squeeze in one of the
last events to take place in the
picturesque North Yorkshire town
of Thirsk.
With no marathon on the cards,
and with a distinct lack of
motivation for a good few months,
my mileage, and subsequent form,
had dropped considerably. A couple
of weeks previously, I?d managed to
get around Snake Lane in a
respectable time, thanks to my
brand new extra pink cheat shoes
with added carbon and the free
packet of EPO that comes in every
box. That, and the fact that I hid
behind the pacer for 8 miles before
kicking in for the last two.
Even so, I was still feeling far from
?up for it?for Thirsk, but with half
an eye on the fact that most large
sporting events were dropping like
flies, I had my totally normal
breakfast of toast and bull
hormone jam, washed down with
apple juice laced with an
appropriate and not illegal splash
of L- Carnitine, and hit the road.
As the UK was still in ?let?s wash
our hands more?stage of its all- out
assault on a global super- duper
virus for which there is no known
cure or vaccine, the field remained
fairly large, which was definitely
felt in the narrow start line down
the lane behind the famous
racecourse. Social distancing was a
good 1.99m shy of the Government
recommendations, but as we were
going to spend the next ten miles
getting as far away from the
people behind us as we could, it all
balanced itself out.
Off we went. The course was
pitched as ?flat and fast?. To a
degree that was true, although it
certainly had it?s share of long,
shallow inclines that take the edge
off your pace. However, as flat or

fast as the course was, the
considerable wind was in that
sadistic sweet spot of never
actually being behind you ? only
ever in your face or blowing you
sideways. People pay good money
for that type of thing in
Amsterdam, but already being in a
stinking frame of mind, this only
served to give me an even better
view of my backside. Again,
something you?d pay good money
for in other circumstances.
Around the half way point we took
a detour ?out and back?off the main
loop. Had it not been for the other
runners around me, I wouldn?t have
been overly surprised had I
happened upon some duelling
banjos and/ or the Blair Witch. The
smooth tarmac had given way to a
potholed waterlogged concrete
maze, which required lightening
reactions and snake- hips to avoid
going ankle deep in brown water.
I have neither of those things.
Lucky for me, my outrageously
expensive cheat shoes that my wife
totally knows about are completely
water- absorbent. As we neared the
road to resume our final approach
back in to Thirsk, I was ecstatic to
find an uphill climb in to the wind
with two soaking wet feet.
Feeling on top of the world, I spied
some targets ahead of me and tried
to pick them off. As it happened, I?d
left my rifle at home. Undeterred, I
settled for chasing some of the
runners instead. I managed to grit
my teeth, catch a few and get the
race over and done with.
Time wise, I was a few seconds off
Snake Lane. All things considered,
not a bad outcome, but my main
reason for running is to enjoy it.
Whether it was the inevitability of
what was to come in the next week
or so, or it genuinely was the
conditions, there was no point in
the race that I felt good or in ?the
zone?? like Austin Powers, I?d lost
my ?Mojo?,and convinced myself I
hadn?t had it since Manchester the

previous year. I drove home
grumpy that I?d not been faster,
grumpy that I wasn?t running
enough miles, grumpy that I
hadn?t seen any miraculous pace
improvements after a month?s
worth of speedwork.
In the cold light of day, all totally
irrational! The mileage was all my
own doing; significant pace
improvements don?t happen after
4 weeks, especially when I?d spent
the previous months living on pie
and IPA; and you can?t expect to
race every race in perfect
conditions. More- so, there are
plenty of people who?d kill to be
able to run ten miles, regardless
of the time they?d do it in.
As many a wise runner (and Rob
Weekes) has told me, consistency
is the key. My mileage and the
effort I?d put in during the run up
to the races didn?t warrant
exceptional times. I concluded
that all ?Mojo?is, is an acceptance
of your fitness level. If you?ve had
a long spell off, don?t expect to be
able to run a long way. If you?ve
not done a load of speedwork,
don?t expect to be able to go fast.
Once you crack that bit, you start
to enjoy yourself again, feel more
motivated to get out more often,
and give yourself a better chance
of hitting your personal goals.
So, since then, I?ve not bothered
looking at my watch. I?ve gone out
and tried to find new routes
through the miles of fields that
are on my back doorstep, and I?ve
committed the
previously- considered cardinal sin
of stopping, having a look around,
even taking a picture or two, and
that ?mojo?,whatever it is, is
starting to come back.
Whilst we?re all wondering just
when we?ll all be able to get
together again, whether it?s at
club or at the start line of a race,
it?s worth remembering that,
especially now, running is far
more than just PB?s, RunBritain
rankings and medals.

MalTaHalf Marathon
By Darren White
10 miles in the legs starting to wain
(in fact I think they had been whinging
since around 10k). If only I had just
kept my mouth shut 2 months earlier,
to give you some context, for some
reason I had been missed off an email
circulation at work offering the first
ten respondents the opportunity to
run the half marathon in Malta with
accommodation etc. paid for by work.
All we had to do was raise £250 for
CHIPS charity.
Obviously, this would have been right
up my street but I assumed the
opportunity had passed or had it. Roll
on Christmas work party including
free bar........ I'm sure you can imagine
my level of inebriation when I got
chatting with the main organiser. And
the rest they say is history. I was on
the list, with 10 weeks to train and
money to raise.
After an off- year in 2019, I had started
to up my training with the intention of
targeting a spring half marathon, I
was, however, expecting a few more

weeks to train, thankfully I had started
to up my game with a good December
in the bag.
Most weeks would consist of a tempo
run (preferably with the club), some
reps (e.g. 3 x 2 mi plus warm- up and
cool down) and a long run
supplemented with easy runs totalling
somewhere between 45 and 55 miles
for the week.
With the race fast approaching I must
admit I was pretty nervous about this
one. It would be the first time I had
flown before a race, this combined
with it being part of work and the
pressure was on to put in a good
performance.
The other concern was the eating
schedule. The flight didn't arrive until
7pm local time and then we would
need to get to the hotel before we
could even think about food.
Ordinarily, I would have grabbed some
food around that time before relaxing
for the evening. Instead, I'd either been
on a plane or travelling back.

There was a group of about 15 of us
and rather than do my own thing I
stuck with the group, the downside
was eating at 10pm (and of course the
only person's meal they forgot was
mine! ). That meant finally getting to
bed at 11.30pm for a fitful nights
sleep and 6am alarm.
Breakfast started at 7am with a taxi
booked for 7.10am, all I can say its a
good job I only have a slice of toast
and apple before a race.
The race was a point to point therefore
we needed to get the coach to the
start, hence the taxi from the hotel to
the coaches. Once on the coach, I
started to relax a little.
As we were driving to the start, the
amount of drop we would get from
start to finish was becoming ever
more obvious. Every time I thought we
had reached the top the coach would
round a corner and start climbing
again.
The start was just next to Howard
Gardens, with an hour to kill, plenty of
time to do bag drop off, the necessary

In fact, the first 6 miles would drop
around 450ft. With this in mind, I
thought I would try to get as much
time in the bank as possible. Always a
risky strategy and looking back the
miles/ kms were slower than I had
expected.
Going into the race I planned on
checking my pace every 5km (the race
markers were in KM) and aim for a
sub 80. This would mean going
through each 5km in 19minutes as
follows:
* 5km - 19mins
* 10km - 38mins
* 15km - 57mins
* 20km - 76mins
The initial part of the race took us past
fields and farms not too dis- similar to
East Hull, just a tad warmer and
dustier. 5km in 18:30, therefore, under
target but the effort to time ratio felt a
little off.
After that it all becomes a bit of a blur,
I lost contact with the group I was
running with going through 10km in
38.04. Any time I had in the bank had
already gone.

toiler stops, warm- up and most
importantly grab a coffee. I very rarely
if ever race without my coffee
therefore I was very pleased to see a
barista cafe for a much needed double
espresso.
After the warm- up, I managed to
catch up with my work colleagues. In
total there would be 27 runners made
up of head office staff from
Birmingham (which includes me), staff
from The Palm Beach (one of our
high- end casinos in London), staff
from the Malta office and some of the
executive team. The usual good lucks
and group photos out of the way I
excused myself and made my way to
the start.
The location combined with a
surprising number of sub 6- minute
milers at the front made this a
congested affair. Even after all this
time racing it still surprising how
many people get close to the front
even when there is chip timing.
Particularly when the course would
drop down 150ft in the first mile.

10 to 15km was surprisingly lumpy
going over several flyovers with little
support. It's one of the few sections I
can remember the view and
unfortunately not for the right
reasons. To be honest this is probably
more of a reflection of my mental
state but running on a dual

carriageway in a fairly none- descript
built- up area is never the most
inspiring.
15km in 58:16, any thought of sub 80
was long gone, maybe I could sneak a
PB?
At this point, the course hugs the
coast of Malta. I would tell you about
the stunning view, however, I don't
recall any details. All thoughts were
just getting to the end. 78:43 for 20km,
the chance of a PB seemed slim as I'd
need around under approx. 3:35 for the
last 1km'ish.
My official time was 82:26, only a
second of my current PB. If I had
remembered that my watch was gun
time maybe I could have sneaked a PB
with a sprint finish but alas it was not
meant to be.
On the positive side, I did the club
justice finishing first Genting Casino
employee, 6th British finisher (out of
472) and 64th out of 2993. All in all a
good run just not a great one. That left
me chomping at the bit for the next
one, which would have been the
Doncaster Half alongside Summer
League before switching focus on Loch
Ness marathon for my 40th. Of course,
who knows what the situation will be
by September/ October. It just a case
of training hard and come what may.
Having said all that the most
important thing is collectively we
raised £31,973.16 for Chips Charity. I
believe Enough to buy 6 wheelchairs. I
want to thanks anybody that
sponsored me.

Contact
Any errors or feedback please send to
the email below
info@easthullharriers.com

